FIELD EXPERIENCE RUBRIC – 15%

A (100-90): The student successfully completed at least 30 hours of the field experience over at least 10 weeks and was not dismissed, warned, or otherwise dealt with in a negative manner because of performance or attitude by the host teacher, the school, or any university personnel. The host teacher allowed the student to stay beyond the 30 required hours and submitted a positive dispositions rubric.

The student was allowed to teach at least two lessons; the host teacher reviewed the lesson plans at least two days in advance; the lessons went well enough for the host teacher to make positive comments.

The student submitted a Field Experience report that was typed, at least 1,500 words in length, and that accurately and reflectively commented on the entire range of the Field Experience, including the student’s activities and what the student learned. The Field Experience report is highly perceptive and incorporates many aspects of our readings and class discussions into the reflection.

The student completed all the paperwork for the assignment on time and correctly.

B (89-80): The student successfully completed at least 30 hours of the field experience over at least 10 weeks and was not dismissed, warned, or otherwise dealt with in a negative manner because of performance or attitude by the host teacher, the school, or any university personnel. The host teacher submitted a positive dispositions rubric.

The student was allowed to teach at least two lessons; the host teacher reviewed the lesson plans at least two days in advance; the lessons went well enough for the host teacher to make positive comments.

The student submitted a Field Experience report that was typed, at least 1,500 words in length, and that accurately and reflectively commented on the entire range of the Field Experience, including the student’s activities and what the student learned. The Field Experience report is perceptive and incorporates some aspects of our readings and class discussions into the reflection.

The student completed all the paperwork for the assignment on time and correctly.

C (79-70): The student successfully completed at least 30 hours of the field experience over at least 10 weeks and was not dismissed, warned, or otherwise dealt with in a negative manner because of performance or attitude by the host teacher, the school, or any university personnel. The host teacher submitted a positive dispositions rubric.

The student was allowed to teach at least two lessons; the host teacher reviewed the lesson plans at least two days in advance; the lessons went well enough for the host teacher to make positive comments.
The student submitted a Field Experience report that was typed, at least 1,500 words in length, and that accurately and reflectively commented on the entire range of the Field Experience, including the student’s activities and what the student learned. The Field Experience report is somewhat perceptive.

The student completed all the paperwork for the assignment on time and correctly.

**Below C (<70):** The student did not complete at least 30 hours of the field experience over at least 10 weeks or at some point was either dismissed, warned, or otherwise dealt with in a negative manner because of performance or attitude by the host teacher, the school, or any university personnel. The host teacher may or may not have submitted a positive dispositions rubric.

The student was not allowed to teach at least two lessons or the lessons did not go well enough for the teacher to make any positive comments.

The student submitted a Field Experience report that was incomplete, inaccurate

The student completed the paperwork for the assignment late, incorrectly, or inaccurately.